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DEFINITIONS

1 . By means of the five senses-sight, hear·ing, smeU, taste,
and touclz-we learn of the existence of the world of things
about us and of the appearance and the qualities of those
things. The word plrenomtnum (plural, plumomena) means
any appearance observed by these senses, or the way in which
things appear to us. Thus, the phenomenon of sound is
observed in the neighborhood of a waterfall; the phenomena of
color and form are observed in a rainbow. The appearance of a
thing, or the way it affects our senses, is the phenomena associated with it. All the phenomena that we observe can be
grouped under two general heads, matter and e1zergy.
2. Mattei.' is anything that appears to occupy space.
Matter of a particular kind is called a substance, and a definite
part of a substance is called a body. Thus, air, water, iron, and
wood are some of the forms of matter because they occupy
space; each is a substance because it is a particular kind of
matter; a roomful of air, a drop of water, a building, and a
world are bodies because each is a definite quantity of a substance. The volume of a body is the extent of the space it
occupies.
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3 . Energy is the name given to the cause of all material
activity; it is capacity for doing work. Energy may be manifested in different forms, as heat, light, and mechanical motion.
Energy is said to be kittctic when actually producing material
activity, or doing work; it is called lale11t, or polelllial, when
presumably existing without any manifestation of its existence.
Thus, the heat in the steam confined in a boiler is a form of
latent, or potential, energy; when this heat is used in the cylinders of a steam engine, it becomes kinetic energy in the form of
mechanical motion.

is not wholly correct, terms, definitions, and explanations based
on it are still used because no substitutes are yet. available. A
general unders tanding of some of ~hcsc ~rms is therefore
essential in order to understand cleclncal sctence.
8. The atomic theory is that all matter consists of minute,
indivisible particles called atoms and that two or more _atoms,
usually differing in nature, unite according to a definite law
to form a larger body called a n1ol ecule. Molecules and
atoms are too small to be perceived by the senses, even with the
most powerful magnifying glasses; these ~ute part~cles of
matter and their combinations are treated m the saettce of
chemistry.
Water consists of molecules, each containing 2 atoms of
hydrogen (H) and 1 alom of oxygen (0), both of which _are
gases at ordinary temperatures and pr~ure:'. The chem~cal
formula for water is therefore H20. Likewt.Se, the chemtcal
formula for sulphuric acid is /l 2 50~. meaning that each molecule
contains 2 atoms of hydrogen, 1 atom of sulphur (5), and 4 atoms
of oxygen.
9. A cl1em.ical elen1ent is a substance that cannot be
decomposed or dissociated into other forms of matter; thus, no
chemical experiments with hydrogen gas reveal atoms of any
other substance in it. Approximately ninety chemical elements
are now listed, among them being hydrogen, oxygen, Aitrogen,
sulphur, carbon, iron, gold, and other metals. Coal and wood
are composed very largely of carbon. Air is a nill..-ture chiefly
of oxygen and nitrogen gases. The burning of coal and wood
is the chemical combination of carbon atoms and oxygen atoms;
the rusting of iron is the chemical combination of iron atoms and
oxygen atoms; both may be ealled oxidation processes, the first
being more rapid than the second.
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4. The :forms in which matter and energy appear to exist
may be changed, but the total quantity of each remains fixed ..
When a building burns, the substances are changed into gases,
ashes, cinders, etc., but the total quantity of matter remains
unchanged. In an electric-power plant, coal is burned under
the boilers, and heat is stored in the steam. Some of this heat
energy is converted into energy of mechanical motion in the
engines, some of the mechanical motion into electric energy in
the dynamos, and some of the electric energy into heat energy
in the electric lamps, making them glow with light. The part
of the energy not converted into the desired form at each change
is often called energy loss, but no energy is really lost.
5. Physics, or physical scie,ce, is a general name given the
group of sciences that treats of the phenomena associated with
matter, especially in its relations to energy. There are many
·branches of physical science, among which are mechanics,
elcctr£city, and chemistry. A thorough understanding of
electricity requires some knowl~dge of other physical sciences.

6. Mech anics is that branch of physical science which
treats of the phenomena caused by the action of forces on
material bodies.
CONSTITUTION

AND STATES O F llA.TTER

7. Constit ution of Ma.tter.-The sciences treating of
mat ter are in most cases based on the atomic theory. Although
discoveries made in the 20th century indicate that this theory
f

10. States of :Yatter.-Matter exists in three states.
In the solid state, bodies preserve
constant shape and volume; in the liquid state, bodies readily
assume the shape of the containing vessel but preserve constant
volume; in the gaseous state, bodies expand indefinitely, preserving neither constant shape nor constant volume.
solid, liquid, and gaseous.
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Nearly all substances can be made to exist in any one of the
three forms by changing the degree of heat and pressure.
Thus, by applying heat, ice can be changed to water and then
to steam, and by withdrawing heat steam can be changed to
water and then to ice. By producing extr~::me cold (withdt-awing heat) and applying heavy pressure, air, which is a mixture
of gases, can be liquefied and then frozen.

in size in different substances. By means of heavy pressure,
water has been forced through plates of iron and of gold, thus
proving that even these dense substances are porous.
6. Compressibility renders bodies capable of being
diminished in volwne by the application of pressure. The
compressibility of a body is due to its porosity, the size of the
pores being reduced in size under pressure. Gases are th~ m~t
compressible substances and solids the least. In general, liqwds
and solids can be compressed very little.
7. Expansibility denotes the fact that under some conditions, when heated for example, the molecules of a substance
move farther apart, increasing the size of the pores and the
volume of a body of the substance.
8. Elastici ty enables a body to return to its original form
after conditions causing distortion have been removed. Rubber, glass, ivory, and steel are very elastic; clay and putty
have very little elasticity.
9. Inertia renders a body incapable of changing its own
condition of rest or of motion. Any material body at rest will
remain so forever unless some form of energy sets it in motion,
and then it would continue moving in a straight line forever
unless acted on by some force outside of the body. For example, a baseball does not fly through t~e air ~til-it is thro~n _o r
batted, and then it would never stop if the arr did not restst 1ts
passage and if its weight did not cause _it to fall to the eru:h.
10. Mobility means either of two things: that the locattOn
of a body in space may be changed or that the molecules of a
body move with reference to each other, as in liquids and gases.
The first is a general property common to all substances, attd
the second a special property belonging to certain substances
only.
11. Indestructibility is a general property, since the total
quantity of matter in the universe remains constant, ac; is.
explained in Art. 4.
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11. A permanent gas is a substance that remains in a
gaseous state at ordinary temperatures and pressures.
12. A vapor is a gas that remains such only when heat is
applied, and condenses into liquid or becomes solid at ordinary
temperatures and pressures; steam is a vapor.
.

PROPERTIES OF MA'I'TER

13. Properties of matter are those features or characteristics belonging to it and making it apparent to the physical
senses; the properties of matter are therefore the cause of the
phenomena associated with it. General properties are those
belonging to all substances, and speciaJ properties are those
belonging to some substances only.
14. General Properties.-Among the general properties
are the following:
1. Extension, or magttitttde, is the property of occupying
space. Every material body has three dimensions: length,
breadth, and thick1tess; the product of these three dimensions
is its volume.
2. Impenetrability is the property making it impossible
for two bodies to occupy the same space at the same time.
3. Weight is the measure of the earth's attraction for a body.
All bodies, even gases, have weight. Weight is measured by
comparison with some standard.
4. Divis ibility renders any material body capable of
being separated into parts.
5. Porosity is the name used to denote the fact that all
substances are full of minute spaces, or pores; these pores differ

15. Special Properties.--8pecial properties of mattet
not possessed by all substances include llard1tess, brittl.emss,
rerracity, malleability, ductility, viscosity, etc. For example,
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diamonds are hard; glass is brittle; steel is tenacious l:iecause
hard to pull apart; steel is also ductile because it can be drawn
out into wire; gold is malleable because it can be hammered into
thin sheets; tar at ordinary temperatures is viscous because 1·t
will not flow reailily.

the body tends to return to its original positi?n; fm: example, a
body with a large flat base or with sev~al pomts of support, as
a brick lying on a large face, a table W1th four or more legs, a

6

GRAVITATION AND GRAVITY

16. Gravitation is the name given to the mutual attra
tion that holds all the heavenly bodies, such as the stars, t:e
sun, the ~th, and th~ moon, in their proper paths, or orbits.
Gravity ts the. at~ractt?n that holds bodies to the earth; the
mea~ure of g~v1ty 1s we~glzt. When a piece of lead is held aloft,
gravtty pulls 1t toward the earth so hard that the lead is called
heavy. This attraction between the earth and a body on
. .
h
or
near 1t 1s not t e same at all points on the earth's surface b t
for all practical purposes may be considered the same. 'rt ~s
greatest at the level of the sea, and least at points highest abo
this level, as on high mountains, or farthest below as in d:/
wells or in mines.
'
p
17. The center of gravity of a body is the point at which
th~ body is perfectly balanced, or the point at which the whole

wetght of the body may be considered as concentrated. The
action of gravity makes each body take a position such that its
center of gravity is as near the earth as it can-get.
~or ex~ple, a . ~dy suspended at a single point always
s\\rmgs or tilts until 1ts center of gravity is as low as possible.
The heavy side of a floating body always turns down· that is
the center of gravity seeks the lowest possible point. '
'

18. A body is in a state of equilibr iUDl when all the forces
act~g on it ~e balanced; such a body may be at rest or in

mot10n, p~ovtded the motion is uniform. For example, a
~ody movmg at constant speed in a straight line is in equilibnum. Three states of equilibrium are generally recognized,
namely, stable, tt11stable, and mmtral.
A body is in a. state of stable equilibrium when any small
movement about 1ts support raises its center of gravity so that

desk.
Unstable equilibrium is the condition when any movement
of a body about its support gives the body a tendency to move
farther. as is the case with a body that is
balanced on an edge or a point.
Neutral equilibrium exists when movement
of the body does not change the elevation of its
center of gravity. as in rolling a ball or a
cylinder on a level surface.

19. The specific gravity of a substance
is the quotient obtained by dividing the weight
of a given volume of the substance by the
weight of the same volume of some other substance used as a standard. Pure water at the
temperature of greatest density (just above
freezing point) is usually taken as the standard
substance for solids and liquids, and air is the
standard for gases. By some authorities water
is the standard of comparison for solids, liquids,
and gases. The specific gravity of gold is nearly
20, because a given volume of gold is nearly
20 times as heavy as the same volume of water.

.. . . . . . . ; .·

~.-~w

20. For determining the specific gravity of .....:;:::;=="""""rif!llf"

.
.
d f
Flc. I
liquids without weighing them, use 1s rna e o a
.
hydro m etert Fig. 1. A glass tube a, one end of which forms
a · chamber that is weighted, or loaded, with shot or mercury
(q~cksilver), is placed in the liquid. The center of gravity
being near the loaded end, the tube stands vertical. The point
on t he tube at the surface of pure water is marked 1,000 or 1.000
and a scale on the tube is marked above or below this point to
indicate the specific gravity of other liquids; when placed in
any liquid, the tube sinks to a point on the scale indicating the
specific gravity. For example, if the mark 1275 is at the surface, the liquid is 1.275 times as heavy as water .
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MOTION AND VELOCrrY

21. Motion refers to change of location of a body with
reference to some other body. A body may be simultaneously
in motion wiih referecce to some objects and at rest with reference to others; thus. passengers seated in a moving car are in
motion with reference to objects outside the car and at rest with
reference to objects inside the car.

22. The path of a body in motion is the line followed by
its center of gravity. A hammer thrown through the air may
tum and twist repeatedly, but the path of the body is traced by
its center of gravity, usually within the head of the hammer.
26. "Velocity is rate of motion, or the space traversed by a
moving body in each unit of time; velocity is frequently stated
as speed. Thus, sound travels in air at a velocity of approximatdy 1,000 feet per second, light and electricity travel at a
velocity of approximately 190,000 miles per second, a railroad
train may run at a speed of 40 miles per hour, etc. When
equal distances are traversed in succeeding equal intervals of
time, as every minute, the velocity is uniform; and when these
distances are unequal the velocity is variable.

24. A uniforn:lly varying velocity increases or decreases
at a uniform rate during succeeding time intervals. For
example, a body dropped from a balloon at a great height continually gains velocity as long as it falls freely. At the end of
the first second, it is going at approximately 32.16 feet per
second, at the end of the next second at 64.32 feet per second,
at the end of the third second 96.48 feet per second, and so
on, the gain of velocity each second being 32.16 feet per second.
25. Acceleration is the rate of increase or the increment
of velocity. The acceleration of a freely fallmg body is 32.16
feet per second during each second, or as it is us;ually expressed,
SiU6 feet. per seamd per second. In the case of a railroad train
or an electric car, acceleration is usually stated in miles per hortr
per seco11d, meaning the increase during each second in speed
expressed in miles per hour.

MECHANICS AND 'MACHINE ELEMENTS
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26. The total gain in velocity of a b~dy during a_ period
of uniform acceleration is the product of 1Ls acceleration per
second and the number of seconds, or
v=a t
(1)
1·n which v=total gain of velocity;
a= acceleration, in feet per second per second;
t =time, in seconds.
If the body has a velocity 'ilt (read 'il sub 1) at the beginning
f the period and gains velocity at the rate of a feet per second
~r second, its velocity at the end of t seconds is

V=vt+at

(2)

For example, a body falling freely for 10 seconds gains
velocity 'V=32.16X10=321.6 feet per second; and if it is
started downwards at 100 feet per second, its velocity at the
end of 10 seconds will be V = 100+321.6 = 421.6 feet per second.

27. The average velocity V o (read V sub a) of a bo~y
during a period of uniform acceleration is the sum of its vel~c1ty
at the beginning of the period and one-half of the gam of
velocity during t~e period, or
'V

V .. =vt t 2
For example, if an electric car starts from rest, or 0 velocity,
and accelerates at a uniform rate to a speed of 22 feet per sec.
.
22
ond, its average velocity while ,acceleratmg 1S V ..=O+z-

=11 feet per second. If the car was running at 10 f~t ~r
second at the beginning of the period of uniform accel~rat10n, tts
gain of velocity was 22-10= 12 feet per second, and tts average
velocity while accelerating to a speed of 22 feet per second was
10+ 12 =10+6=16 feet per second.
2
28. The distanced traversed by a body du:IDg a pe~od
of time is the product of the average velocity dunng that t~e
and the number of units of time. For example, an electnc
car traveling at an average velocity of 16 feet per second for

•
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· d of 10 seconds moves through a distance d= 16Xl0
peno
= 160 feet.
29. If the distance that a body moves in a given time is
known, its average velocity is the quotient of the distance
divided by the time, or
d
V.,=t
Thus, a railioad train running 145 miles in 3.5 hours has an
average speed V.,= 145-;-3.5=41.4 miles per hour.

as when a man tries in vain to lift a heavy weight. Theintensity with which a force acts may be constant or varying, giving
rise to the names co11stan1 force and mryi11g force.
Force may act through space without apparent connection
wit.h the object on which it acts. Thus, the force of gravity
acts through space on all boilles near the earth; the force of
magHetic attraction causes pieces of metal to move through
space toward a magnet.

10
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30. The time required to travel a given rustance d at a
uniform velocity V., is found by dividing the distance by the
velocity, or
d
t= -

v..

Thus, light traveling at 190,000 miles per second, to traverse
the 95,000,000 miles between the sun and the earth requires
t = 95,000,000-;- 190,000 = 500 seconds.
31. Retardation is the rate of decrease of velocity; it is
the reverse of acceleration. When a stone is thrown vertically
upwards into the air, its velocity decreases unifonnly to zero.
If the stone starts upwards at 96.48 feet per second and ceases
ascending in 3 seconds, its retardation is 32.16 feet per second
per second. This would, in fact, be the case, since the stone
would start and return at the same velocity and would ascend
and return in the same time. If an electric car is brought from
a speed of 12.5 miles per hour to rest in 10 seconds, the retardation, if uniform during the 10 seconds, is 12.5-;-10 = 1.25 miles
per hour per second. In making calculations, therefore, retardation can be treated the same as acceleration.

FORCE
32. Force is applied energy; it is the action of energy in
causing or tending to cause motion or change of motion of a
body. Forces can be known and compared only by the effects
they produce. The most familiar conception of a force is as
a push or a pull. Force may exist without causing motion,

11

33. Forces have names according to their manifestations;
attractitoe force is manifested in attraction and repulsive force in
repulsion; collesi'lle force, known as cohesion, holds the molecules
of a body together and causes its tenacity; adlzesiw force, or
adhesio~t, causes unlike bodies to cling together, as mud adhering
to the wheels of a vehicle; accelerati·ng force causes acceleration,
or increase of speed; etc.
34. Stress is a name indicating the force that tends to
change the form of a body, or strain it. Thus, the stress on
the wires attached to the top of a telegraph pole may cause a
strain, or a bending of the pole. If the stress is removed from
the wires, the elasticity of the pole may cause it to resume its
upright position. If the pole remains bent after all the stress
is removed, the stress was beyoud tire elastic limit and the strain
that remains is called a set. The word strain is often wrongly
used when stress is meant, as in speaking of the strain on a rope
or a wire when the pull, or the stress, is meant.
35. Measurement o1' 1'orces, in English-speaking countries, is ~ually expressed in pounds. Thus, the force with
which a locomotive pulls or pushes a train of cars is expressed
in pounds; the force with which electric wires are stretched
between poles is expressed in pounds.
36. In physics, the word mass is used to designate the
q11antity of nwtter in a body. The size of a body does not determine the quantity of matter in it; for example, a bag of shot
contains more matter than a bag of the same size fiUed with
feathers. Nor does the weight of a body determine the quantity of matter in it; the weight of a body varies at different
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places, as explained
in Art. 16,
.
Inbut the quantity of matter, 0 r
the mass, remams constant.
physical calculations, mass is
considered as the quotient of the weight divided by the acceleration due to gravity.
.

EXAMPLB.-Wbat force is necessary to accelerate the speed ot a 30,000pound electric car 1.25 feet per second per second if the opposing force is

12

Let

w

111.=--

32.16

For example, a body weighing 96.48 pounds has a mass
m=96.48+32.16=3.

37. Whenever the motion of a body is increased or decreased
or changed in any way, force must be exerted to overcome the
inertia of the body, and this force, in pounds, is the product of
the mass and the acceleration or retardation, in feet per second
per second.
Let f =force, in pounds, to overcome inertia;
a=rate of acceleration or retardation, in feet per second
per second.
Then,

f=ma= wa

32.16
For example, the force necessary to accelerate or retard the
velocity of a 90-pound body 5 feet per second per second when
• f = 90X5
. actin"g 1s
_· = 14 pounds, nearly.
no o ther force tS
32 16

38. Every moving body meets with opposition tending to
prevent, or retard, its motion. For example, a batted ball
must force its way through the air; the ~heels of a railroad car
rub against the rails, and the axles rub in their bearings. The
total force necessary to accelerate the speed of a body must
overcome both inertia and all other opposing forces.
Let F =total force, in pounds;
it=opposing forces other than inertia, in pounds.
Then,

SoLUTION.-Acoording to the formula,

F 30,000 X 1.25+400= 1,566 Ib ., approx.

1ft=~;

w=weight, ln pounds.
Then,

400 pounds?

wa
F=J+!t=--+f·
32.16

32.16

39. Centrifugal force is the name given the tendency
of a revoh.ffig body to move away from the center about which
it revolves. Thus, mud and water are thrown off the rims of
rapidly moving vehicle wheels; a weight whirled rapidly at the
end of a string seems to exert a strong pull on the string; heavy
wheels, called flywheels, on machinery sometimes burst when
rotated too rapidly, and pieces are thrown outwards with great
force.
centripetal force is the name given the force tending
to draw a revolving body toward the center about which it
revolves. Centripetal force is therefore a centering force, and
its effect is opposite that of centrifugal force.

40. Representation of Forces.-In order to compare the
effects of forces on bodies, the following conditions must be
known for each force: (1) The point of application from which
the force is acting; (2) the direction of action; and (3) the intensity of action.
These three conditions can be represented for· each force by
a single straight line, as at A B, Fig. 2. One A
B
end of the line, as A, represents the point of
F1c. 2
application, the arrowhead shows the direction of action, and
the length of the line represents the inteitSity of action.
When several forces are acting in different directions on a
body, their combined effect is equivalent to that of a single
force, called their resultmrt. The point of application, direction, and value of the resultant can be found if the three foregoing conditions are known for each force.
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WORK Ali.'D POWER

4_1. Work is_the expendit~e.of_ energy in producing moticm
agfamst .an opTphosmg ~orcfe, as m liftmg a body against the fore~

o gravtty.
e urut o work most used in English-s 0~,~=. . th
P~tg
countnes JS e :foot-pound, which is the work done h
force of 1 pound is exerted continuously to produce :o~100
a
through 1 foot of space, as in lifting 1 pound verticallY 1 foot.

42. CalcuJation o:f work, in foot-pounds• always rectwres
·
knowle
d
ge
of
the
two
factQrs
force
in
pounds
and
di
ta
.
.
•
•
, .
s nee
m feet, through which the force produces motion If th f
'
·
ted ·
·
e orce
JS ~er
wtthout producing motion, as when a horse tries in
:am to mo:e a heavy l~ad, no mechanical work is done; but
if the load ts. moved a distance d , in feet, and a consan
t t force
off pounds ts exerted to move it, the work W, in foot-pounds, is

MECHANICS AND MACHINE ELEMENTS

44. Power is rate of doing work, or the work done per
unit of time. The work done in moving a body a given distance is the same whatever the time required, but the power
depends on the time and is greatest when the work is done in
the least time. The distinction between work and power should
be remembered.
45. The horsepower, usually abbreviated H. P ., is the
common English unit of power; 1 horsepower equals 33,000 footpounds of work per minute, or 550 foot-pounds per second.
Work is done at the rate of 1 horsepower when a body weighing 550 pounds is lifted vertically 1 foot in 1 second, or when
1 pound is lifted vertically 550 feet in 1 second; but if 60 seconds
is taken to do the same work the rate is only -h horsepower.
By formula, in which d and f have the meaning given in Art. 42,
t.,. meaning time in minutes and t. time in seconds,

H. P.

W=dj
For example, if a horse exerts a constant pull of 200
h"l
·
1 d
pounds
w t e movmg a oa 5,000 feet, the work done is TV= 5 000 X 200
= 1,000,000 foot-pounds.
'
43. }:lomentum is quantity of motion. Every moving
I:Y.:>~y ~as mom:ntum, and the heavier the body or the more
rap~d 1ts m~~ton . the greater is its momentum. vVben a
raptdly movmg btcycle strikes an obstruction momentum
may carry the rider over the handle bars. l\1omentum is
meas~~ by the product of mass m and velocity v. If the
veloetty ts expressed in feet per second, the momentum will be

W'll

For example, if a car weighing 30,000 pounds is moving at

df

(1)

33,000 t...

(2)

H. P.=_!!_j_
550 t.

Either fmmula can be used, according to whether time is
given in minutes or in seconds.
ExAMPLE 1.-A load weighing 6,000 pounds is hoisted 600 feet in a mine
shaft in t! minutes. What is the rate of work in horsepower?
SoLUTION.-Hered=600ft.,J=6,000lb.,andl,..= 1! min.; by formula 1 ,
200
IIOOX2X2 800 =72/r. Ans.

H.P.

ux$

in pounds, and as m =_'!!!_
32.16'

momentum=m v = - - pou11ds
32.16

15 .

n

ExAMPLE 2.-If an electric crane lifts a 1,650-pound motor 12 feet in
18 seconds, what is the rate of work in horsepower(
SoLUTlON.-By formula 2,

a speed of 40 feet per second, it has a momentum of 30,000X 10
32.16
=37,313 pounds, approximately.

H.P.
14Sc-7

2.

Ans.
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FRICTION

~ightly greasy, and .25 for dry surface::. The coefficient for

46. Friction is resistance to motion due to contact of surfaces; thus, an effort, or force, is necessary to slide a book along
a table top. The amount of friction depends on the pressure
holding the surfaces together and on the nature of the surfaces.
For example, ten times as much force is necessary to slide a
10-pound book as to slide a !-pound book, provided the surfaces rubbing together are of the same nature; either book will
slide easier on a smooth, polished table top than on a rough,
unpolished surface.

leather on dry wood averages .47, on rron .28; for wood on
dry wood .4 to .6, on soapy or wet wood .04 to .25; on stone .4;
on metal .07 when well lubricated, .15 when soaped, .25 wet,
and .4 dry.

16
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08 for medium-grade grease lubrication, .18 for surfaces only

47. The coefficient of friction is the quotient obtained
by dividing the force necessary to move two surfaces upon each
other by the perpendicular
pressure holding them together, both the force and the
pressure being expressed in the
same units, usually pounds.
For example, Fig. 3 represents
a
weight p resting on a horiFIG. 3
zontal plane and attached by
a flexible cord to a weight f suspended by a cord that passes
over a pulley a. If the pulley rotates without friction and the
weights are so proportioned that the weight p will just move
along the plane, the coefficient of friction is

L
p

In this case.

.
the perpendicular pressure holding the two surfaces together is
the weight p and the force necessary to move them is .the
weight f.

48. Coefficients of friction differ for different materials and
according to the lubrication of the surfaces. A general idea
is given by the following, smooth surfaces being assumed in all
cases:
Cast iron, wrought iron, steel, or bronze sliding on each
other or each upon material of its own kind have coefficients
of friction averaging .05 for good continuous lubrication,

49. The force necessary to move any two surfaces upon
each other is the product of the perpendicular pressure holding
them together and the coefficient of friction of the surfaces; the
work done is this product times the distance moved. Thus,
by formula,
(1)
J= cp
W=cpd

(2)

in which !=force, in pounds;
c=coefficient of friction;
p=perpendicular pressure, in pounds;
W =work, in foot-pounds;
d =distance, in feet, through which the force f acts.
EXAMPLE.-(a) Find the force necessary to drag a wet log weighing
750 pounds · along a level wooden runway, if the coefficient of friction
is .25. (b) Find the work done in dragging the log 60 feet.

SoLUTJON.-(a) Since the runway is level, the weight of log is the perpendicular pressure and, when values are substituted in formula 1,
f=.25X750=187.5lb. Ans.

(b) When values are substituted in formula 2,
W=.25X750X60=11,250 ft.-lb. Ans.

50. The total friction between two bodies of wood, metal,
or stone is independent of the extent of the surfaces in contact, provided that the lubrication is the same in all cases.
For example, if a journal presses against its bearing with a
force of 10,000 pounds and the coefficient of friction is .08, the
total friction is IO,OOOX.08=800 pounds, regardless of the size
of the bearing. The larger the bearing, the less will be the
pressure per square inch, and the less will be the wear. If
the bearing is too small, however, the pressure per square inch
will be so high that the lubricant will be forced out from
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between the surfaces; excessive friction and heating may therefore occur until the bearing surfaces cling to each other, a
condition called seizing, or freezitlg.
Friction is usually greater between surfaces of the same
material than between surfaces of different material ; the journals and bearings of machines are therefore usually made of
different materials. Friction is greatest at the beginning of
motion, which fact accounts in part for the greater effort
required to start a machine than to keep it running; some of
the increased effort necessary in starting is due to the inertia
of the moving parts.
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LEVERS

51. A l ever is any rigid mechanical device having one fixed
point, called a fulcrum, and acted on by two or more forces
f

An electric car weighing 40,000 pounds starts from rest and accelerates at 1.5 feet per second per second for 15 seconds. The track is straight
and level and the coefficient of track friction is .0065. (a) What force is
necessary for acceleration alone? (b) What force is necessary for both
acceleration and friction? (c) What is the velocity, in feet per second,
of the car at the end of 15 seconds? (d) What distance, in feet, is traversed during the 15 seconds? (e) What work is done during the period?
(f) What is the momentum of the car at the end of the period? (g) What
powe< is developed by the motors during acceleration?
(a.) 1,866 lb., nearly
(b) 2,126 lb., nearly
(c) 22.5 ft. per sec.
Ans. (d) 168.75 ft.
(e) 358,763 ft.-lb., nearly
(f) 27,985 lb., approx.
{g) 43.5 H . P ., nearly
2.

f

J

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE

1. I£ a railroad train runs 409 miles in 9l hours, of which ! hour is
consumed in making 10 stops on the way, what is its average running speed?
Ans. 44.2 mi. per hr., approx.

(g

(a)

o

.t t

b

t

a

l

(6)

c
(C)

Ftc. 4

at other points tending to turn the device on its fulcrum. Fig. 4
represents simple levers consisting of straight, rigid bars a b
each capable of being turned on its fulcrum o when acted on by
unbalanced forces f and w. The fulcrum may be between
the two forces, as in (a), or either force may be between the
other force and the fulcrum, as in (b) and (c).
In Fig. 4, both forces are shown acting perpendicular to the
lever, but either force may act in any other direction relative

(a)

to the lever, as in Fig. 5 (a).
bent, as in Fig. 5 (b) and (c).

W'
tD

( C)

The lever may also be curved or

52. The perpendicular distance, that is, the shortest distance between the direction in which a force acts on a lever
and the fulcrum of the lever is called the l ever ann, or simply
the arm, of that force. Thus, the a nn of force f in Fig. 4 (a)
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is the distance a c, in view (b) the distance a b, and in view (c)
th~ distance c b; the arm of force w is b c in both (a) and (b)
and a bin (c). In Fig. 5, the arm of force] is b din (a) and c d
in (b) and (c); the arm of force w is c b in (a) and c e in (b)
and (c).

(b) In thls case, let X= the unknown distance to be found. According to the conditions given, the pull of the wires must remain consta.I:!t at
1,155.6 lb., and the point at which this force acts must
move 3 ft. According to principle 2, 1,600Xx= 1,155.6
X3=3,466.8. If 1,600 x=3,466,8, then
Ans
3,466.8
x=- - =2.2 ft., approx.
.
1,600

20

53. When two forces acting upon a lever are balanced
the following principles will apply if the effect producP.d. by th~
weights of the arms is neglected:
1. When the lever is at rest, tl~e product of otle jorce and its
arm equals the product of the otlu:t force a1ul its arm.
2. When the lever is in motion, the prodtlct of one force and
the distattce through which it mO'IJes equais tl1e prod,uct of tJ~e other
force attd tl1e distance through which this jorce mO'IJes.
EXAliPLE 1.-I£ a force of 1,000 pounds is pulling from a point 30 feet
above ground on a pole, what opposite force to balance thls pull must be
applied at a point: (a) 15 feet above ground? (b) 21 feet above ground?
SoLUTIOK.-The pole forms a lever, and for the balanced condition
assumed, the fulcrum is at the surface of the earth. In (a), the lever arms
are 30ft. and 15ft., respectively; and in (b) they are 30ft. and 21 ft.
(a) Let x =the unknown force to be found. According to principle 1,
xX15=1,000X30=30,000. If 15 x=30,000, then

(b)

30,000
.\:=--=2,000 lb. Ans.
15
xX21 = 1,000X30 =30,000; therefore,
30,000
x=---=1,428t lb. Ans.
21

ExAMPLE 2.-Wires attached to the top of a 36-foot pole have pulled
the top 3 feet out of plumb. Workmen attach a rope to the pole 10 feet
below the top and on digging away the earth supporting the base of the
pole find that a horizontal pull of 1,600 pounds must be exerted on the rope
to balance the pull of the wires. (a) If the pole turns about its lower end
as a fulcrum, what is the force exerted by the wires? (b) If the constant
force of 1,600 pounds draws the pole back to the vertical position, what is
the distance traveled by the point at which the rope is attached?
SoLUTION.-(a) The pole forms a lever. The unknown force x acts
36 ft. (rom the fuiCf'Jm and the known force acts 26 ft. According to
principle 1, xX36=1,600X26=41,600. If 36 x=41,600, then
41,600 10,400
- = 1,155.6 lb., approx.
9

X=~= -

Ans.

~I

EXAMPLE 3.-A certain device for controlling a motor
operated by means of a lever pivoted at one end and
moved by a hand grasping the other end, as indicated
in Fig. 6, The opposing force to be overcome in movFtc. G
ing the lever is 10 pounds, caused by friction occurring at the contacts
8 inches from the pivot. (a) How long must the lever be in order that
4 pounds applied at the end will move it? (b) How far must the hand
move in order to move the contacts 12 inches?

1s

SoLUTION.-(a) Let x=the length of the lever. According to principle 1, 4 x=10X8=80. Therefore, x=20 in, Ans.
{b) Let x, =the distance to be found. According to principle 2, 4 x1
=10X12=120. Therefore, Xt=30 in. Ans.

54. A co1np ound l ever is a system of two or more simple levers arranged so that force applied to one is communicated
through the whole system. Fig, 7 shows such a system with
the levers lettered to correspond to the lettering in Figs. <i:
and 5. If the forces are in equilibrium, downward force at j ,
Fig. 7, causes upward forces at Ctr a2, and c2 that balance the
downward force at w. If the several lever arms are known,
0
0
t,

["I
•

.. I

•

c::~~~~-----;lb'

+

.
~2
,2
aa!-.-----r~--i~

FIG. 7

uJ

the relative intensities of forces f and w for equilibrium can be
calculated according to the principles stated in Art. 53.
By means of suitable levers or systems of levers, a given
available force can be much increased or decreased, as desired;
but the actual work done will be very little changed. For
example, a lever or a system of levers will. enable one man to
move a weight of several tons, but the movement will be very
small compared with the distance through which his force is
<lxerted.
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PULLEYS

55. A pulley is a wheel with a smooth, flat or curved face
and a central hub; the face is for carrying a belt and the hub
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57. Balancing Rotating Bodies.-Balancing a body
that is to rotate is the process of changing the distribution of
material so as to bring the center of gravity in the line about
which the body rotates, this line being called the axis of rotation. Balancing is necessary to prevent the body from vibrating
when it rotates.

58. A standing bal ance is given by mounting the body
on an arbor, or piece of shaft, with protruding ends that rest
on horizontal knife edges, so that the body can roll freely either
way, as shown in end and face views of a pulley, Fig. 10. The
arbor must be perfectly round and must fit closely in the bub
(a}

Pre. 8

{b)

for mounting on a shaft. For use with electric generators and
motors of capacities up to approximately 150 horsepower, pulieys made of paper are generally used; for larger electrical
machines, the pulleys are usually of iron. Wooden pulleys are
much used with other machines.
In Fig. 8 (a) is illustrated a paper pulley, and
in (b) is shown the method of construction.
Disks and rings, punched from specially prepared
paper sheets, are assembled and ri~eted solidly
together, and an iron hub is bolted in the center.
Iron and wooden pulleys are made both solid and
split. A split pulley can be placed on a shaft at
a point where it would be impossible to place a
solid pulley
56. A crowned-.face pulley has the form
shown in Fig. 8 (b); such a face tends to hold a
belt from running off either edge. A belt always
climbs to the larger part of a pulley shaped as
shown in Fig. 9 instead of running in the true
FIG. 9
position indicated by dotted lines. Pulleys for
electric generators and motors usually have crowned faces, and
the belts therefore tend to remain central on them.

Frc. 10

of the body to be balanced. The knife edges are inverted
V-shaped pieces of iron or steel planed true and carefully leveled.
When placed as shown in Fig. 10, the body rolls until the
heavy side is down. Either some of the material is then
removed from the heavy side or material is added to the light
side until the body has no tendency to roll when placed in any
position.
If given a good standing balance, narrow pulleys and all
rotating bodies of similar shape will run fairly true and free
from vibration at slow and moderate speeds; but wide bodies
so balanced often vibrate badly, especially at high speed.

59. A running ba1ance is needed for wide bodies and
can be given only by equal distribution of material throughout the structure. This distribution is obtained by exercising
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extreme care in construction. Vibration in pulleys that have
a good standing balance is sometimes remedied by machining
the inside of the pulley rim to run true with the outside.

62. With one movable pulley arranged as in Fig. 11 (b),
the weight is supported by two ropes (strictly speaking, two
parts of the same rope), each rope supporting one-half of the
weight; and the upward movement of the free end of the rope
at P must be twice that of the weight. This statement also
applies to a combination such as is shown in (c); the fixed pulley
serves only to change the direction of the force supporting the
weight, and two ropes support the weight.

PULLEY BLOCKS

60. A pulley block is a frame that carries one or more
pulleys and is provided. with supporting rings or hooks. The
pulleys usually have grooved rims shaped to receive a rope
and are frequently called sheaves. The word tackle is sometimes used as a general term in referring to a system of ropes,
pulleys, and hooks for raising or lowering heavy weights; pulley
blocks are therefore sometimes called tackle blocks. The

25

63. If friction and the weight of the movable block be
neglected, the operation of all pulley blocks may be calculatec1
according to the following general principles:
1. For equilibritm~. the force applied to the free e?td multiplied
by the mtmber of ropes supporting the mcnVJble block eqt~als the
weight S1tj>p(Jrted by the 11uruable block.
2. Af':Y mO'IJemeut of the movable block multiplied by the tmmber of ropes supportitlg it gives the movement of the free e11d of the
rope.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FJG. 11

expression block at1d fall is also used in referring to a pulley
block and the rope.

61. A pulley block may be fixed, as in Fig. 11 (a), movable, as in (b), or two or more blocks may be used in a combination, as in (c). In these illustrations, the arrow at P
indicates the direction of a force to support or raise a weight W.
In (a), the weight is supported by one rope, and any point on
the free end of the rope at P moves downwards as far as the
weight moves upwards. Moreover, in order to produce equilibrium the force must equal the weight. A fi.."{ed pulley therefore serves merely to change the direction of a force.

64. Friction of moving parts increases the force necessary at the free end of the rope in order to raise a given weight.
To allow for friction, the theoretical force calculated accvrding
to principle 1, Art 63, must be multiplied by a factor depending
on the number of ropes supporting the movable block. The
amount of friction varies with the conditions of the pulleys and
ropes, but for most purposes fairly accurate results can be.
obtained by means of the following factors :
Number ofropes . ... 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Friction factor ...... 1.18 1.25 1.33 1.43 1.52 1.59 1.67

65. The preceding may be expressed by the formula
ew

!= -n ·
in which !=force, in pounds, applied to free end of rope;
e =friction factor;
w=opposing force or weight, in pounds;
n=number of ropes, or parts of rope, supporting w.
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EXAMPLE 1.-How much force is required to raise 500 pounds with pulleys such as those shown in Fig. 11 (b) and (c)?
SoLUTION.-ln either case, the number of supporting ropes n is 2 and
~he friction factor e is 1.18; therefore, the force

f

1.1SX

500

2

=295 lb.

Ans.

ExAiUPLE 2.-How much force is needed to raise 2,000 pounds with a
set of blocks like that shown in Fig. 12?
SoLUTION.-The number of supporting ropes 11 is 6 and
the friction factor e is 1.52. By the formula,

f

1.52X2,000

6

507lb., approx.

Ans.

66. To find the weight that can be raised by
a given force use the formula
ft~

w=-,
e

in which the letters have the same meanings as
those in the formula of Art. 65.
EXAMPLE.-Find the weight that can be raised by 2
men pulling with forces of 125 pounds each on a set of
pulley blocks having 4 supporting ropes for the movable
block.
SoLUTION.-The friction factor e for 4 supporting
ropes is 1.33, and the combined force f exerted by the
two men is 2Xl25=250 lb. When these values are
substituted in the fo•mula,

Ans.
FIG.12

67. Chain Hoists.-In Fig. 13 is shown the Weston
dilferential chain hoist. This hoist consists of two fixed
pulleys and one movable pulley interconnected by an endless
chain. The fixed pulleys differ in size, but are t;gidly connected
so that they must rotate together. The chain bangs from them
in two loops, or l»g/1/S, in one of which is the movable pulley;
the other bight hangs free and one side of it is drawn downwards when operating the hoist.
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68. Fig: 1~ shows how the chain winds on the pulleys;
the arrows mdica~ the directions in which the different parts
move when the we1ght is raised by pulling downwards on the
part a of the chain. The right side of the bight supporting the
movable pulley moves down off the smaller of the two fixed
pulleys, and the left side moves up on the larger pulley. Since
the two fixed pulleys rotate together, the left side of this
bight must move upwards faster than the right side moves
downwards, and one-half the difference in these
movements is the upward movement of the weight. .&:....-...,...,,.._-~
The fraction one-half used here results
from the principle of the movable
pulley, as explained in Art. 62 in
connection with Fig. 11 (b).
With a differential chain hoist a
pull of 216 pounds drawing 30 fee; of
hand chain over its pulley will 'lift 1
J J
1 ton 1 foot, and the load can be left
suspended at any point without falling. The hoist is usually made in
capacities up to 3 tons.
a
69. In the duplex-block hoist,
the force is transmitted from a band
chain to the load chain through a
screw or a worm and worm-wheel
(described later) and is made in sizes
up to a capacity of 10 tons. A pull
FlG. 13
of about 87 pounds drawing 59 feet Fie. 14
of the hand chain over its pulley will lift 1 ton 1 fool.
70. In the triplex-block hoist, the force is transmitted
from the hand chain to the load chain through toothed wheels,
or gears. This hoist is made in sizes up to a capacity of 20 tons.
A pull of 82 pounus drawing 31 feet of the hand chain over its
wheel will lift 1 t,on 1 foot. The t1;plex hoist therefore gives
greater increase of lifting force than either the differential
hoi!'t or the duplex hoist.
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EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE

1. In a block and t~ckle with four parts of the rope supporting the
load: (a) what force will be required to lift 300 pounds, assuming that
there are no friction losses? (b) What foroe may be expected to be actually
required, taking friction into account?
An {(a) 75 lb.
s. (b) 100 lb.

2. A man weighing 120 pounds throws his whole weight on the free
end of the rope of a block and tackle with six parts of the rope supporting
the load. What weight can he raise: (a} if there are no friction losses?
(b) friction is taken into account?
A {(a) 720 lb.
ns. (b) 474 lb., nearly

THE SCREW

71. The screw is a cylinder with a spiral tltread winding
around its surface, as in Fig. 15. For use in fastening parts of
machines together, screws are practically always made of metal;

FtG. 15

they are known as metal screws if intended for screwing into
metal and as wood screws if intended for screwing into wood.

72. Metal screws are made as machi11e bolts, capscrews,
stud bolts, and machine screws.
Head

Nul

H1t0d

~g~
Q=3\1•11W
1-----t --~

(llo)

FlG. 16

.

(b)

A machine bolt, generally called a bolt, is shown in
Fig. 16 (a); such bolts are regularly made in many sizes and
with either hexagonal heads and nuts, as shown, or with square.
heads and nuts. The length is always measured under the
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bead, as indicated by the line l, and the diameter, or thickness,
is measured directly through the center of the bolt between the
tops of the threads.
A capscre-1.11, shown in (b), is
similar to a bolL, but is better
~
finished and is usually supplied ~
~
without a nut.
(aJ
(b)
(c)
(clJ
A stud bolt, or st:ud, as it is
FtG. 17
usually called, is a bolt threaded at each end so that one end
can be screwed into a fixed piece and the other can receive
a nut.
Maoh.1.ne screws are small screws with heads slotted, as
shown in Fig. 17, to receive the blade of a screwdriver. View (a)
shows a fiat head, (b) a rotmd head, (c) a lnttum head, and (d) a
fiUister head.

i

Yt

I

lJ
I

73. Wood screws are tapered to a point at the threaded
end and are usually provided with slotted heads, which may be
either flat or round. Large
wood screws, called lagscrews, or coachscr~·ews, are
provided with square heads
for turning with a wrench ;
they are much used to fasten
cross-arm braces to poles for
,. carrying electric wires.
7 4. The worm., Fig. 18,
is a screw with threads that
mesh with teeth on a wormwheel. Each revolution of
the worm moves the rim of
tlie wheel a space equal to the
distance between adjacent
threads of the worm measured parallel to the wormFlG. 18
shaft. For each revolution
of tl?.e worm-wheel a single-threaded worm, such as shown,
must rotate as many times a~ there are teeth in the wheel.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
Students.-Stt~dy tlie lllslmctiol~ Paper tlrorortglzly before
at/empt to answer these questions. Read each question carefully and
be sure you understand it; l~ten ~urite fire best answer ')'Ort can. Wile~~ your
a11SWers are completed, exam111e them closely, correct all the errors j"01l cat~
ftt~d, and see that eve.r y question is answered; then mail yo11r work to us.

Notice to

yor~

(1)

Why are the faces of pulleys often crowned?

(2) If a force of 225 pounds moves a car weighing 30,000
pounds along a level track, what is the coefficient of friction?
Ans..0075
(3) What force is necessary to retard the speed of a car
weighing 30,000 pounds at the rate of 1.3 feet per second per
second?
Ans. 1,212.7 lb., appr.:>x.
(4) (a} With which type of hoist can a man raise the greatest weight, the differential, the duplex, or the triplex? (b)
Name four kinds of metal screws. (c) What is a lagscrew?
(5) (a} How are forces known and compared? (b) Give
an example of a force that acts on a body without apparent
physical connection with it.
(6} (a) What is velocity? (b) At what rate does a freely
falling body accelerate? (c) How is acceleration usually stated
in railway work?
(7) What three conditions concerning each force must be
known in order to compare the effects of forces on bodies?
(8)

What is the center of gravity of a body?
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(9) (a) What is work? (b) What is the unit of work?
(c) How much work is done when a constant force of 10 pounds
moves a body 55 feet?

Ans. (c) 550 ft.-lb.

(10) (a) What is power? (b) What is the common English
unit of power? (c) If the work specified in part (c) of question
9 is done in 1 second, what is the power?
(11) If a cast-iron brake shoe is pressed against the iron
rim of a car wheel with a force of 600 pounds, with what force
does it oppose rotation of the wheel, if the coefficient of friction is .2?
Ans. 120 lb.
(12) A pole set 5 feet in the earth projects 30 feet in the
air and carries electric wires; the force acting at the top of the
pole and tending to pull it over is 800 pounds. If it is assumed
that the extreme lower end of the pole is fixed and that all side
pressure of the pole against the earth is brought to bear at the
surface of the earth, what is the value of this pressure, in
pounds?
Ans. 5,600 lb.
(13) What total force is necessary to accelerate the speed of
a 30,000-pound car on level track at 1.2 feet per second per
second against an opposing force of 500 pounds?
Ans. 1619.4+ lb.
(14) How much force is needed at the free end of the rope
of a set of pulley blocks having 5 suspension ropes to raise a
weight of 1,200 pounds at the hook of the movable block?
Ans. 3-!3.2 lb.
(15) (a) If an electric car starts from rest to accelerate at
1.1 miles per hour per second, what speed will it reach in 13
seconds? (b) If the car referred to in (a) was traveling 4 miles
per hour when the period of uniform acceleration began, what
was its average speed during the 13 seconds? (c) What
speed will it reach in 13 seconds?
14.3 mi .. per hr.
Ans. (b) 11.15 rm. per hr.
(c) 18.3 mi. per hr.

l{a)

Mail your work on this lesson as soon as you have finished it and
looked it over carefully. DO NOT HOLD IT until another lesson
is ready.

